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Introduction 

Volume One of Faeries, Angels, Indians and Aliens described the 

assistance I received from interd imensional beings while helping my wife 

Marjorie to overcome the effects of multip le psychological traumas. Through 

hypnotic sessions she journeyed to the Creator‟s Throne, exp lored her 

childhood misfortunes and those of many past lives , and together we formed  

loving relationships with the interdimensional beings who helped. They 

included Perithnea, a protective faery, Alta Sha, her guardian angel, and Light 

Mother, (a.k.a. Archangel Metatron), who healed Marjorie of several physical 

and emotional ailments. Marjorie eventually remembered many loving  

contacts with extraterrestrials beginning in early childhood. She also 

developed conscious contact with her extraterrestrial mentor, Nucleus 8, the 

Chief of Security for a mult i-galactic and mult i-d imensional Alliance, which  

includes thousands of distinctly different, intelligent, and highly evolved life 

forms. 

At the request of Alta Sha, Marjo rie allowed five ancient spirits of the 

Tarahumara Indian tribe to enter her body for their mutual benefit. After 

sharing their gifts of spiritual wisdom and healing with us, we released two of 

them at their homeland in Batopilas  Canyon, Mexico, to await reincarnation  

as leaders among their people. The remain ing three sojourned within another 

person who had little  interest in them.    

We grieved over the loss of our spiritual friends, but were told by 

Perithnea to expect another group of Native American spirits to join us at 

Mesa Verde National Park, where we accepted the spirits of five ancient Ute‟ 

Indians, who had helped to construct some of the buildings  at Mesa Verde. 

Four of them entered Marjorie and one, in the form of a golden eagle, entered 

me. We learned much about their culture and shared this knowledge with  

others. One of the Ute‟ spirits who named himself Tanner led us to the site of 
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his ruined home and to a sacred circle of stones that he erected hundreds of 

years ago. 

Frequent conversations between me and Nucleus 8, who channeled   

through Marjorie v ia implant technology, led to h im to knowledge of the 

Creator. He revealed that he was supervising the preparat ion of a p lanet fo r 

the future hab itation of selected humans as well as other intelligent life 

forms whose planets were dying. 

Conned by a half-b reed Cherokee claiming to be a fu ll blooded Sioux, we  

hosted a Pow-Wow which drew Indians from various tribes to our home, and 

we became friends with several of them. A huge number of Nat ive American  

spirits representing all the tribes of North A merica simultaneously conducted 

their own Pow-Wow, demonstrating their presence through physical 

manifestations in and around our home. They were also visible to the con man  

and made him quite nervous. 

A wood sprite named Mi joined our adopted spiritual family and began to 

imitate sounds, caused things to move, and tickled us. At times she manifested 

as a fast-flying, brown b lur.  

We became acquainted with a woman who was joined by the spirit of Rapsar, 

the deceased pilot of a sabotaged, interdimensional craft which crashed on one of 

the Spanish Peaks centuries ago, killing all aboard. Rapsar began to channel 

through her, and restored communication with Nucleus 8. It was revealed that ETs 

had been contacting Native Americans for thousands of years.  

Three of the Ute‟ spirits in Marjie were released at the Spanish Peaks , where 

they await reincarnation. Tanner and the spirit of  Rides the Wind remained with 

us. Three of the Tarahumara spirits and those of five famous Sioux and Apache 

warrior chiefs, who remained at our home after the spirit Pow-Wow, guarded us 

from danger until time for us to release them, causing paranormal effects. 

A trip to see Miracle, the famous white buffalo calf, included being 

houseguests of an elder of the Mohican tribe and her ex-nun companion. We 

learned from them that the tribal council of the Stockbridge Indian  Reservation 

was depriving the people of income from their casino. Tanner, also known as 

Softener of Skins, performed a healing ceremony for the tribe while we were 

there. Imprisonment of several offenders occurred within the following year. 

In Volume Two, Tanner elicits our help to find sacred teaching stones 

which are scattered in various locations from the Spanish Peaks to 

northernmost Newfoundland. We make several journeys in search of them, 
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meanwhile encountering numerous, highly improbable synchronicities , which  

serve to convince us that our Creator is in charge and making sure we will 

succeed. 

We learn more about the implants , through which our physical and 

emotional well being is monitored, and which are also two-way transmitters 

of other information The use of crystal technology by the ETs to withdraw, 

store, and direct vital spiritual energy wherever it is needed is demonstrated 

through the mysterious activation of household electronic devices . We learn 

That Marjie is the mother of many hybrid children and has been given 

extraterrestrial DNA. 

Marjorie continues to struggle with chronic emotional and acute physical 

difficult ies. Several medical interventions are performed on Marjorie by the 

ETs in their dimension with definite and rapid beneficial effects on her 

physical body here. For example, the ETs cure a potentially fatal v irus which  

attacks Marjorie‟s neuromuscular system.  

Meanwhile, Nucleus 8 learns to feel and express deep emotions which  

have been deliberately repressed due to intense early conditioning caused by 

highly placed persons who secretly serve the forces of Darkness . Discovering 

such hidden knowledge is potentially fatal to a hybrid such as himself, and  

Div ine intervention is required to save his life.  His successful inner search 

leads to revolutionary changes within his society. 

Alta Sha and Metatron are very active in our lives  and Marjorie‟s  training 

to perfect her channeling continues, along with installation of  new implants 

by Nucleus 8 and 22, head of the Alliance‟s  medical staff. A member of the 

governing Board of Twelve invites me to become a team member. Nucleus 8 

is very disturbed by security-breaching visits from Marjie‟s guardian angel.  

Many paranormal effects are deliberately caused by our interdimensional 

friends to confirm they are exactly what they claim to be.  

The Board of Twelve requests through Nucleus 8 that Marjorie and I 

accept the responsibility of raising two traumatized, sibling children of the 

Teglin lin species who were rescued from their abusive parents . Through ET 

technology, their conscious minds enter Marjorie, while their bodies are safely  

maintained at Alliance headquarters . 

We name the very young female Teglin lin Sarah and her considerably 

older brother Joshua. The Board of Twelve accelerates Sarah‟s growth against 

her will, so that she can quickly assume a vacant position among them, and 

Sarah resists. In order to sabotage the positive changes which are occurring, 
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secret renegade forces within the Alliance make a series of homicidal attacks 

on Nucleus 8, Sarah and Marjorie which nearly succeed.  

Joshua re-enters his body to work in the botanical unit at headquarters of 

the Alliance after he and Adam, our adopted faery son, become good friends. 

They conduct genetic experiments, in order to create new species of flowering  

plants with blossoms having a metallic luster.  

Upon the request of Nucleus 8, we accept an infant Teglinlin, newborn  

brother of Joshua and Sarah, and name him Joseph. At first he requires bottle 

feeding. Sarah continues her training within our home and at the Station 

headquarters of the Alliance, but insists she wants to stay with us always. 

The extraord inary, improbable and mysterious experiences that fill our 

lives are clearly arranged by our Creator and lead to spiritual growth for all of 

us. 
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Main Characters  

Perithnea:  Marjorie‟s protective faery, who agreed to be adopted into 

our family, taught us about faeries, and made us laugh. 

 

Adam:  An adopted faery who decided to learn from and work with  

extraterrestrials, eventually spending most of his time with them. 

 

Mi :  A loveable wood sprite who enjoys tickling people, moving things 

about and making unusual sounds. 

 

Alta Sha:  Marjorie‟s guardian angel and messenger of God, valued 

friend and advisor. 

 

Light Mother/Metatron:  An Archangel who watched over and loved 

Marjorie from age four, providing medical assistance and uniting her with 

abused and neglected Teglinlin children. Invited Rex to work with her. An  

unbelievably vast and powerful being who received our eternal gratitude and 

mutual love. 

 

Nucleus 8 (Marshall Merric Habeen):  A half human, half tall gray  

species hybrid, born in Egypt in the year 2713 B.C. during the construction of 

the Great Pyramid, who is Supreme Lord of Security for the vast, 

multid imensional, Universal Alliance Federation which includes thousands of 

civilizat ions in multip le dimensions . He has been dedicated to protecting and 

mentoring Marjorie from age four.  

 

22:  Member of the small gray species, Chief Physician of the Alliance, 

and participant in multip le medical procedures needed by Marjorie, Nucleus 

8, Sarah and others. 
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Sarah:  A very young Teglinlin hybrid whose consciousness was 

transferred into Marjorie ‟s body through extraterrestrial technology who is 

destined for greatness within the Alliance.  

 

Joshua:  Sarah‟s older brother who was transferred to Marjorie, but who 

soon reentered his body in order to work in the botanical area at Alliance 

headquarters. 

 

Joseph:  Newborn brother of Sarah and Joshua also transferred to 

Marjorie fo r parenting who possesses a delightful, loving and cheerful spirit. 

 

Raps ar:  Deceased pilot of a sabotaged interdimensional craft which  

crashed hundreds of years ago and colleague of Nucleus 8, who assists us in 

finding Tanner‟s sacred stones. 

 

Tanner (a.k.a. Asalara, a.k.a. Reaches for Fire in the Sky, a.k.a. Softener 

of Skins.):  Ancient Ute‟ spirit who shares his wisdom and sends us searching 

for sacred teaching stones at various widely separated locations.  
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Chapter One 

Sacred Stones 

My wife Marjie and I had recently returned from a long trip to 

southwestern locations including the Spanish Peaks near La Veta, Colorado, 

where we had released three Ute‟ spirits who were close companions of 

Tanner, a Ute‟ spirit who also channeled through her. After a day of rest our 

adopted faery child, Perithnea, said to me, “Tanner wants to channel, and it‟s 

time fo r mother to learn more about the Spanish Peaks.”  

“Okay, we‟ll have a session.”  

I counted Marjie down. When she had entered the trance, she said, “I 

see Perithnea. She is taking me to the plane of books. We have come to a 

door. She says we have to go through the keyhole to get in. This time I went  

through easily. Perithnea is leading the way, carefully stepp ing into the 

footprints she left the last time we were here. Each time she lifts her foot  

from a footprint, it  disappears. The same th ing is happening with my 

footprints.  

“Books are jumbled all over the place. I‟m sitting on a box watching her 

burrow through them like a gopher, with the books rising up and falling back 

as she goes through. She‟s bringing me a book I don‟t recognize. I‟m opening 

it. The first page has a feather on it. I think she got the wrong book.” 

“Perithnea wouldn‟t waste your time with  an irrelevant book. Keep  

looking,” I said. 

“I‟m turning the page. I see a rock jutting up from the earth in the 

meadow beside the west peak where we found those rocks with symbols on 

them. It has a flat shape, but the back side is rounded. The side that I‟m 

looking at is like the bottom quarter of a circle, making a crescent. There‟s a 

yellow light all around us. A bird that looks like an eagle is swooping down, 

but it's all the colors of the rainbow. Its talons are stretched out like it‟s going 

to grab hold of the rock. It grabbed but it missed. It flew away.  

“I see Tanner. He‟s crawling toward the stone. He‟s standing up and 

dancing around the stone clockwise. Now he‟s dancing counterclockwise in a 

larger circle but not going completely around it. His steps follow a crescent 
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